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Contemporary models of the neural system that supports reading propose that activity in a ventral occipitotemporal area (vOT)
drives activity in higher-order language areas, for example, those in the posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) and anterior
superior temporal sulcus (aSTS). We used fMRI with dynamic causal modeling (DCM) to investigate evidence for other routes from
visual cortex to the left temporal lobe language areas. First we identified activations in posterior inferior occipital (iO) and vOT
areas that were more activated for silent reading than listening to words and sentences; and in pSTS and aSTS areas that were
commonly activated for reading relative to false-fonts and listening to words relative to reversed words. Second, in three different
DCM analyses, we tested whether visual processing of words modulates activity from the following: (1) iO3vOT, iO3pSTS, both,
or neither; (2) vOT3pSTS, iO3pSTS, both or neither; and (3) pSTS3aSTS, vOT3aSTS, both, or neither. We found that reading
words increased connectivity (1) from iO to both pSTS and vOT; (2) to pSTS from both iO and vOT; and (3) to aSTS from both vOT
and pSTS. These results highlight three potential processing streams in the occipitotemporal cortex: iO3pSTS3aSTS;
iO3vOT3aSTS; and iO3vOT3pSTS3aSTS. We discuss these results in terms of cognitive models of reading and propose that
efficient reading relies on the integrity of all these pathways.

Introduction
Contemporary models of reading (Price, 2000; Pugh et al., 2000;
Jobard et al., 2003) propose that the gateway from vision to language is in a left ventral occipitotemporal (vOT) area in the vicinity of the occipitotemporal sulcus, which lies between the
lateral fusiform gyrus and the medial surface of the posterior
inferior temporal gyrus. This region is thought to be special for
reading (Cohen et al., 2000, 2002) because it is activated more by
written words than by visually similar stimuli such as false-fonts
or consonant letter strings (Price et al., 1996; Cohen et al., 2002);
and damage to vOT impairs reading but not speech comprehension or production (Dejerine, 1891; Damasio and Geschwind,
1984; Binder and Mohr, 1992; Leff et al., 2001; Cohen et al., 2003,
2004; Gaillard et al., 2006; Starrfelt et al., 2009, 2010). However,
the importance of a specific vOT region does not exclude the
possibility that visual inputs can also access the temporal lobe
language areas via other pathways (Booth et al., 2008). We investigated evidence for the contribution of alternative reading pathways using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and
dynamic causal modeling (DCM).
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sio and Damasio, 1983) proposed that visual processing in
occipital cortex is relayed to the left angular gyrus before converging with the auditory language system in the left posterior
superior temporal cortex (Wernicke’s area). The problem with
this account is that the left angular gyrus is not activated for
reading aloud relative to lower-level baselines, unless participants are specifically required to make semantic decisions on
the written words (Price, 2000; Price and Mechelli, 2005). An
alternative possibility, based on cognitive studies (Ziegler and
Goswami, 2005, 2006), is that learning to read establishes multiple links between the processing of visual features (in occipital cortex posterior to vOT) with phonological or semantic
processing (in temporal lobe areas).
Our fMRI paradigm involved four conditions: silent reading, viewing meaningless false-fonts, listening to words, and
listening to reversed words. We extracted the time course of
activity from four different left-hemisphere regions: a posterior inferior occipital area (iO) that was more activated by
written words than by heard words; vOT, which was more
activated for written words than for false-fonts or auditory
words; and posterior (pSTS) and anterior (aSTS) regions in
the superior temporal sulcus that were commonly activated by
written words, relative to false-fonts, and heard words, relative
to reversed words. The effect of reading on functional connectivity was evaluated using DCM and Bayesian model comparison. If vOT is the only gateway from vision to language, then
we would expect the best fit of the data to be the models
in which reading modulated iO3vOT, vOT3pSTS, and
vOT3aSTS. In contrast, if there are alternative routes to temporal language areas, we would expect evidence to be highest
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when the model allowed reading to modulate the connections
from iO3pSTS as well as iO3vOT and vOT3pSTS.

Materials and Methods
This study was approved by the joint ethical committee of the Institute of
Neurology and the National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery,
London, UK. Informed consent (written consent from a parent or guardian
in the case of children ⬍16 years old) was obtained from all participants.
Participants. Data reported in this study came from 17 right-handed
volunteers (11 males, mean age ⫽ 21 years, range ⫾9 years) who spoke
English as their first language. All had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision, with no reported hearing difficulties or problems with speech
comprehension, speech production, or reading. We included a broad age
range of participants to test functional connectivity across a general sample of typical readers. We also tested for any age-related differences in
functional connectivity. An additional 12 volunteers participated in the
same experiment (total 29 participants), but were excluded from DCM
analysis because they (1) had poor memory of experimental stimuli
(⬍60%) in the postscanning assessment (see below) and, therefore, we
had no evidence that they were actively listening to or reading the stimuli
(2 subjects); (2) moved too much in the scanner (1 subject); (3) had no
task-dependent activation (p ⬎ 0.05 uncorrected) within a 6 mm sphere
in one or more of the four left hemisphere regions used in the DCM
analyses: posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS), anterior superior
temporal sulcus (aSTS), ventral occipitotemporal cortex (vOT), and inferior occipital cortex (iO) (see below for details); five subjects were
excluded because they had no aSTS in the visual modality, and one of
these also had no pSTS activation in the visual modality; or (4) had no
ventral inferior frontal activation in either the visual modality (n ⫽ 3) or
the auditory modality (n ⫽ 1); four other subjects were excluded here.
These additional exclusions were made to ensure that we investigated
neuronal interactions within a group of subjects who activated the same
set of cortical regions regardless of whether these regions were included
in the DCM model. This is because regions activated outside those included within a DCM model may still exert an indirect influence on the
functional interactions of the included regions (for discussion, see
Seghier et al., 2010).
Overall, the strict inclusion and exclusion criteria ensured that all
participants included in subsequent DCM analyses exhibited both robust
and consistent activation in regions of interest predicted on the basis of
previous group studies of visual and auditory word and sentence processing (Scott et al., 2000; Marinkovic et al., 2003; Spitsyna et al., 2006;
Carreiras et al., 2007; Lindenberg and Scheef, 2007; Leff et al., 2008;
Richardson et al., 2010). Low activation in the excluded subjects was not
the result of differences in functional anatomy because a direct comparison of excluded and included participants did not identify areas that
were more activated in the excluded participants. We can therefore only
infer that differences in hemodynamics or attention explained the weak
activation in these individuals.
It is relevant to note that, in the current study, we are concerned
with evidence of regional interactions within the same participants
reading the same stimuli (Seghier and Price, 2010). This contrasts
with other functional connectivity approaches that have investigated
how regional interactions during reading are modulated by word type
or subject group (Mechelli et al., 2005; Cao et al., 2008; Levy et al.,
2009; Liu et al., 2010).
Experimental design. There were 6 conditions of interest: 3 consisting
of visual stimuli and 3 of auditory stimuli. Participants were instructed to
silently read/view visual stimuli and listen to auditory stimuli. No explicit
task response was required. However, after fMRI data collection, all participants had a surprise memory test so that we could assess evidence for
written and auditory language comprehension and attention. Within
each stimulus modality, the 3 conditions involved (1) meaningful sentences (e.g., “The cow chased the fat horse”); (2) scrambled sentences
(strings of words that did not constitute a meaningful sentence)—intended to tap comprehension at the individual word level (this condition
is henceforth referred to as “word strings”); and (3) baseline stimuli that
were meaningless at both the sentence and word level (sequences of
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words printed in false-fonts in the visual condition and sequences of
digitally reversed words in the auditory condition).
In addition to the six conditions of interest, there were four other
conditions that were included in the same experimental session. These
consisted of pictures of animals, objects, meaningless items, mouth
shapes, or digits, with instructions to (1) make a hand action that indicated how an object was used; (2) make a rocking hand motion regardless
of the picture content; (3) imitate the mouth shape; or (4) whisper “one,
three”. Full details of these conditions are described by Richardson et al.
(2010) and are not described further here because they did not activate
the language regions of interest and were therefore not included in our
DCM analyses.
Sentence stimuli. Sentence stimuli consisted of 80 sentences, each
formed by a sequence of 6 – 8 words. They were constructed using highfrequency (⬎20 per million) monosyllabic and bisyllabic nouns, verbs,
and adjectives. All words were selected to be suitable for children as
young as seven years old. Therefore, although older participants were
expected to be more proficient readers, all teenagers included in this
study were able to comprehend the sentence stimuli with ease. Sentence
sets were split into two subsets (A and B) for the purpose of presenting
equivalent stimuli in both visual and auditory formats. The sentences in
both sets were matched at the word level in terms of mean frequency,
imageability, age of acquisition, and word and syllable length. No sentence was repeated within or across sets. The presentation of subsets A
and B in either visual or auditory format was counterbalanced across
participants. Word sequences for scrambled sentences were constructed
from the same sequences of words as meaningful sentences (e.g., “The
cow chased the fat horse”), which were then assigned a pseudo-random
word order that did not form a meaningful sentence (e.g., “Chased the
the horse cow fat”). This condition is therefore matched at the lexical
level.
Presentation parameters. Stimuli were presented across four scanning
sessions. Each session commenced with a visual cue to “Get Ready. . .,”
followed by a countdown, during which dummy scans were acquired.
Within each session there were 24 blocks of stimuli: 6 for visual language
conditions and their baselines; 6 for auditory language conditions and
their baselines, and 12 for the excluded additional conditions described
above. Within the auditory and visual language conditions, there were 2
blocks of sentences, 1 block of word strings, and 3 blocks of baseline.
Within these blocks, 5 sequences of words were presented with 0.5 s
central fixation between sequences, with a total of 37 items (words/falsefont words) per block. Within each sequence, items were presented at a
rate of 1 per 0.4 s, resulting in a maximum duration of 3.2 s for an
eight-item sequence. The visual and auditory word presentation rates
were equated by recording the auditory stimuli from a female speaker
reading aloud the visual stimuli presented using the same script that was
to be used in the scanner. Visually, items were presented sequentially in
the center of the screen in a Helvetica font, size 20. In the auditory
condition, the start of a new sentence was indicated by a pure tone beep,
while in the visual condition the first word of each sentence started with
a capital letter. In both conditions, each sentence ended with a fixation
cross.
Modality changes were cued with visually displayed instructions (Helvetica, size 80) to “Listen” when the stimuli were going to be presented in
the auditory modality or “Read” when the stimuli were going to be presented in the visual modality. Instructions were displayed for 2.2 s, and
followed by an auditory pure tone, which sounded for 0.3 s. The time
from the start of the instruction to the end of the block was 18 s. Blocks
were separated by a brief auditory pure tone which sounded for 0.3 s,
followed by a 0.2 s fixation cross. At the end of each block there was a 1.5 s
pause before the onset of the next block. This resulted in a total duration
of 40.5 s for one activation block (sentences or word strings) and its
corresponding baseline block.
MRI acquisition. A Siemens 1.5T Sonata scanner was used to acquire a
total of 768 T2*-weighted echoplanar images with BOLD contrast (192
scans per 4 sessions). Each image comprised 30 axial slices acquired
sequentially with a 2 mm thickness, with 1 mm gap and 3 ⫻ 3 mm
in-plane resolution. Volumes were acquired with an effective repetition
time (TR) of 2.7 s/volume (suitable for DCM analysis) (Kiebel et al.,
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Table 1. Amodal regions activated by sentences and words (17 subjects)
Left hemisphere

Right hemisphere

Coordinates

Z scores

Coordinates

Region

x

y

z

Main effect

Visual

Auditory

pSTS (P)
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
STS
aSTS (A)

ⴚ52
⫺64
⫺58
⫺52
⫺60
⫺54
⫺56
ⴚ54

ⴚ42
⫺38
⫺28
⫺26
⫺14
⫺6
6
10

6
4
0
⫺4
⫺4
⫺10
⫺12
ⴚ14

Inf
Inf
Inf
Inf
6.9
7.7
6.7
6.9

Inf
7.7
7.8
7.2
5.5
6.5
6.5
5.7

7.2
6.9
7.8
7.5
6.9
7.1
6.4
6.6

Anterior occipitotemporal sulcus
Temporoparietal
Posterior middle temporal gyrus
Posterior superior temporal gyrus
Ventral supramarginal gyrus
Inferior frontal lobe
Pars orbitalis
Pars triangularis

⫺42

⫺40

⫺16

5.8

5.3

4.4

⫺50
⫺60
⫺54

⫺56
⫺48
⫺42

12
14
24

5.1
6.6
6.2

4.2
5.4
5.5

4.6
6
5.3

⫺46
⫺40
⫺58
⫺46
⫺52

24
30
16
12
16

⫺6
⫺2
2
20
24

6.8
7.8
5.3
6.1
6.6

5.9
6.9
5.2
5.7
6.2

6.5
7.0
4.5
4.8
5.2

Pars opercularis

x

y

54

⫺32

54

Z scores
z

Main effect

Visual

Auditory

4

6.6

5.8

5.8

⫺26

⫺4

6.8

5.9

6.4

58

⫺2

⫺10

6

4.7

5.9

58
52

10
18

⫺12
⫺20

6.3
5.7

4.4
4.2

6.6
5.8

54

⫺42

12

5.2

4.8

4.6

Main effect of auditory and visual sentences and words at p ⬍ 0.001, masked inclusively at p ⬍ 0.001, by sentences and words for each modality was measured independently. Clusters represent local maxima. ROIs used in the DCM analysis
are shown in bold.

2007) and an echo time (TE) of 50 ms. The first six (dummy) volumes of
each run were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects. A highresolution, 1 mm 3 volumetric T1-weighted anatomical image was also
acquired for each participant.
fMRI data analysis. Preprocessing was conducted using the Statistical
Parametric Mapping SPM5 software package (Wellcome Trust Centre
for Neuroimaging, London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). All
functional volumes were spatially realigned, unwarped, and normalized to MNI space using the normalization–segmentation procedure of
SPM5, and smoothed with an isotropic 6 mm full-width at halfmaximum Gaussian kernel, with a resulting voxel size of 2 ⫻ 2 ⫻ 2 mm 3.
Time series from each voxel were high-pass filtered (1/128 Hz cutoff) to
remove low-frequency noise and signal drift. The preprocessed functional volumes were then entered into first-level statistical analysis, in
which each sentence or scrambled sentence (word or baseline condition)
was modeled as an event (according to stimulus duration). Regressors
were also included to model the onset of all other stimuli (Richardson et
al., 2010). Each event-related regressor was convolved with a canonical
hemodynamic response function.
Second-level analyses. We conducted two second-level analyses. These
analyses were performed to identify key unimodal and amodal regions
activated during reading across all 29 participants who took part in the
study, and were used to select regions of interest (ROIs) and obtain peak
coordinates for these regions for the purpose of data extraction and
subsequent DCM analyses. The coordinates reported below are those
that were used for the extraction of time-series data for DCM. Because
some participants were excluded from subsequent DCM analyses following the extraction process, we repeated both analyses with the 17 subjects
who were selected for the DCM analysis (see Participants). These analyses illustrate that the ROIs in this sample of participants remained unchanged. Peak coordinates for all amodal regions activated are listed in
Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 1. The statistical threshold for all analyses was set at p ⬍ 0.05 in height after a familywise correction for multiple
comparisons across the whole brain.
The first analysis identified unimodal visual processing areas assumed
to be the source of inputs to amodal language areas. This analysis involved a one-sample t test using a contrast image from a comparison of
all visual versus auditory conditions for each participant. As expected, a
comparison of visual versus auditory conditions (which included baseline tasks) identified a large pattern of activation in the ventral visual

stream, with two activation peaks located in (1) the left posterior
inferior occipital gyrus (iO) [x ⫽ ⫺30, y ⫽ ⫺92, z ⫽ ⫺6] and (2) the
left ventral occipital-temporal temporal sulcus (vOT) [x ⫽ ⫺40, y ⫽
⫺52, z ⫽ ⫺16] (Fig. 1a). As observed in previous studies of reading
that do not involve a decision-making task, activation in the angular
gyrus was not observed in any condition (for discussion, see Price,
2000; Price and Mechelli, 2005).
For the second analysis, we conducted an ANOVA to identify
amodal regions commonly activated for auditory and visual language
processing relative to baseline conditions. This analysis included four
contrasts from each individual’s first-level analysis: (a) visual sentences–visual baseline, (b) visual word strings–visual baseline, (c)
auditory sentences–auditory baseline, and (d) auditory word strings–
auditory baseline. Brain regions that were commonly activated in
both modalities were identified by the main effect over all conditions
(a– d), inclusively masked (inclusion threshold ⫽ p ⬍ 0.001) by visual
sentences and word strings (a and b) and auditory sentences and word
strings (c and d). This contrast identified activation peaks in pSTS
[x ⫽ ⫺52, y ⫽ ⫺40, z ⫽ 4] and aSTS [x ⫽ ⫺54, y ⫽ 10, z ⫽ ⫺12], as
well as other regions that were not included in further analyses (Table
2). In addition, the same analysis confirmed that activation in vOT
was higher for written words and sentences relative to false-fonts [x ⫽
⫺40, y ⫽ ⫺54, z ⫽ ⫺16; Z score ⫽ 4.6].
ROI selection for DCM. Our DCM analyses included four lefthemisphere regions: two unimodal (iO and vOT) and two amodal (pSTS
and aSTS). The vOT region was more sensitive to written words than
false-fonts, but the iO region was equally activated by written words and
false-fonts. The pSTS and aSTS regions were located at the most posterior
and anterior peaks of the temporal lobe activation during reading. The
pSTS area is in the vicinity of Wernicke’s area, where both classical and
contemporary models of language processing propose that written word
processing accesses the language system (Geschwind, 1965; Price, 2000),
and where the response is sensitive to the phonological demands of the
task (Turkeltaub and Coslett, 2010). Our motivation for including the
aSTS was based on the association of this region with semantic processing
(Scott et al., 2000; Crinion et al., 2003; Patterson et al., 2007; Binney et al.,
2010); its inclusion allowed us to test whether activity in aSTS during
reading was driven by activity in vOT as predicted on the basis of cognitive models of reading that propose written words can access semantics
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Figure 1. Regions of interest. a, Activation for all visual and auditory conditions shown in red
and blue, respectively (threshold p ⫽ 0.001, 100 voxels). Arrowheads indicate visual unimodal
ROIs: iO and vOT. b, Main effect of meaningful language (threshold p ⬍ 0.001) inclusively
masked by auditory sentences and scrambled sentences, and visual sentences and scrambled
sentences (threshold p ⫽ 0.001, 100 voxels). Arrowheads indicate unimodal ROI: pSTS (P) and
aSTS (A). c, d, Parameter estimates for visual unimodal ROIs (c) and for amodal ROIs (d). Conditions on the x-axis are as follows: visual sentences (VS), visual word strings (VW), auditory
sentences (AS), and auditory word strings (AW). In all graphs, the y-axis shows effect sizes as the
percentage increase relative to the global mean. The red bars are the 90% confidence intervals.
Table 2. Endogenous (average) connectivity probability values for the four-region
model
From
To
iO
vOT
pSTS
aSTS

iO
1.00
0.85

vOT

pSTS

0.87

0.90
0.95

0.95
0.79

aSTS
0.68
0.84

0.95

independently of phonology (Seidenberg and McClelland, 1989; Harm
and Seidenberg, 2004).
Data from inferior frontal regions were not included in the DCM study
because they were not regions of interest for the hypotheses being tested.
However, the implicit influence of ventral inferior frontal regions was
controlled for across subjects via our participant selection criteria (see
Participants). While the role of these regions needs to be investigated in
future studies, we constrained the number of regions in the current study
to allow us to conduct a comprehensive comparison of different patterns
of functional connectivity, which is less effective as the number of regions
increases (Seghier et al., 2010; Stephan et al., 2010).
Finally, although the angular gyrus was not included as a region in the
DCM analyses (because it was not activated in any of our second-level
analyses), our four-region model allowed us to test whether there was
evidence for connectivity between iO and pSTS that either involved, or
did not involve, vOT activation.
Data extraction for the DCM analyses. Following the identification and
selection of our four left-hemisphere ROIs at the group level, eigenvectors (time series) were extracted from the first-level analysis of each

subject. Coordinates for unimodal visual regions iO and vOT were extracted from an activation map comparing all visual with all auditory
conditions (including baseline tasks, as visual regions were also activated
by our false-fonts baseline). Coordinates for pSTS and aSTS (the amodal
language areas) were extracted from an activation map for the main effect
of meaningful language (sentences and word strings) across both modalities. All regions were extracted using the same thresholds and parameters. Activation maps were set at a threshold of p ⬍ 0.05 (uncorrected) at
the closest local maxima within a distance 6 mm of the group peak
coordinates, and with a minimum extent of 4 voxels. This technique
ensured that extracted regions were comparable across participants by
incorporating consistent functional regions (for a similar rationale, see
Stephan et al., 2007; Seghier and Price, 2010; Seghier et al., 2011).
Mean coordinates across individual analyses were: iO [x ⫽ ⫺30 ⫾ 3,
y ⫽ ⫺92 ⫾ 2, z ⫽ ⫺4 ⫾ 4], vOT [x ⫽ ⫺40 ⫾ 2, y ⫽ ⫺53 ⫾ 2, z ⫽ ⫺18 ⫾
3], pSTS ⫽ [x ⫽ ⫺51 ⫾ 4, y ⫽ ⫺41 ⫾ 3, z ⫽ 4 ⫾ 3], and aSTS [x ⫽ ⫺55 ⫾
3, y ⫽ 10 ⫾ 3, z ⫽ ⫺12 ⫾ 4]. Time series were extracted separately for
each session (within a 6 mm sphere) and were adjusted to the F-contrast
(i.e., effects of interest) of each subject. ROI time series from each session
were then entered into each individual’s own session-specific bilinear
deterministic DCM model (Friston et al., 2003).
DCM analyses. DCM provides a framework for making inferences
about the neuronal interactions between a fixed set of n predefined brain
regions. Neuronal relationships are described in terms of endogenous
connectivity (baseline connectivity that is present in the system in the
absence of external inputs) and modulations of this connectivity by a
single or series of experimental conditions (such as reading meaningful
sentences and word strings). The optimal sites for connectivity modulations can then be tested in a systematic fashion by comparing multiple
competing models and thus identify the most plausible (useful) models
that provide the best explanation of the data.
All DCM analyses were performed using the most recent release of
SPM8 (version DCM8). Three sets of parameters were estimated for each
model, representing the following: (1) how the model responds to the
influence of direct inputs or exogenous factors (i.e., our stimuli), (2) the
endogenous (fixed) connectivity between regions (i.e., connectivity averaged across all stimuli), and (3) modulations in connection strength
during reading. These parameters are expressed in terms of hertz within
the DCM framework, and are estimated using Bayesian methods by
means of the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm (as described by
Friston et al., 2003). This estimation process generates two quantities: (1)
the posterior distribution over model parameters, which can be used to
make inferences about connectivity parameters, and (2) the probability
of the model given the data, more commonly known as the model evidence, which is approximated by maximizing the negative free energy of
any given model (Stephan et al., 2009).
The aim of our DCM analyses was to identify connections modulated by reading sentences and word strings and to test whether there
were multiple routes to language from vision. Our four-region model
included two unimodal (iO and vOT) and two amodal (pSTS and
aSTS) regions. We investigated whether reading modulates access to
the amodal regions from vOT, iO, both, or neither. Further details of
these analyses are given below, following a description of the model
space.
The model space. Both analyses 1 and 2 investigated how reading modulates access to pSTS. In analysis 1, we tested which connections from the
driving input region (iO) were most likely to be modulated by reading
sentences and word strings in the four-region model shown in Figure 2a.
Since this analysis was specific to visual stimuli, the driving input to the
model consisted of all conditions in the visual modality (reading sentences and words strings and viewing false-fonts). Input was assumed to
enter the model at the most posterior visual region, iO. Direct connections between the input region iO and the aSTS were not included because, on the basis of previous studies (Catani et al., 2003; Schmahmann
et al., 2007), we expected the connections from iO to aSTS to be either via
vOT (and the inferior longitudinal fasciculus) or via pSTS (and the middle
longitudinal fasciculus or the dorsal branch of the inferior longitudinal
fasciculus). The resulting model therefore consisted of 10 endogenous
connections. We tested all possible configurations of modulatory con-
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Figure 3. Family analysis 2. a, Family groups divided according to modulatory connections
accessing pSTS (P)—solid black arrows indicate the connections used to partition model space
into four families and therefore present in all models within a given family. Dashed arrows
indicate connections tested within each family across models. b, Family results— graph showing the exceedance probability (xp) for each family.
Figure 2. Family analysis 1. a, The endogenous connections present within the four-region
model. All connections were tested to determine whether they were modulated by reading.
Input entered the model at region iO as indicated by the black square and arrow. b, Family
groups divided according to connections modulated from input source. Solid black arrows indicate the connections used to partition model space into four families and are therefore present
in all models within a given family. Dashed arrows indicate connections tested within each
family across models. c, Family results— graph showing the exceedance probability (xp) for
each family. A, aSTS; P, pSTS.
nectivity for these connections, resulting in a total of 1023 different models
per subject with a minimum of 1, and a maximum of all 10 connections modulated (⫽ 2 10 ⫺ 1 models). A comprehensive model space
such as this is advantageous during model comparison because the
goodness of fit of any given model is relative to those models included
in the comparison. Therefore, testing across a large number of models
increases the reliability of the results obtained through modelcomparison procedures.
Because the purpose of the analyses was to identify the most likely
route(s) across subjects, we performed a family-level analysis as opposed
to a conventional model comparison (Penny et al., 2010). In a family
analysis, models are grouped according to the presence of one or more
features that are shared by that subset of models (i.e., the presence/
absence of a particular connection between two regions). The results of
this analysis are expressed quantitatively by an exceedance probability
value for each family. These values range between 0 and 1, and sum to 1
across all families. The “family” with the highest exceedance probability
value represents that which is most plausible given the data. Family analysis is most appropriate under circumstances where the model space
(detailed below) consists of a large number of models. This is because
model-comparison procedures that focus on identifying the “best” or
“winning” model can become unstable, particularly when participants
have different winning models, or when many models share similar parameters (Penny et al., 2010). We adopted a random-effects (RFX)
Bayesian model selection (BMS) procedure using a Gibbs sampling
method. RFX analyses are more suitable for modeling cognitive tasks
when the winning model may differ between participants (Stephan et al.,
2009). The use of Gibbs sampling is preferred when the number of models exceeds the number of participants in the analysis (Penny et al., 2010).

Family analyses: how does reading modulate connections to pSTS and
aSTS? We conducted 3 different family analyses. The aim of the first
analysis was to identify which connections from iO were modulated by
reading. The model space described above was partitioned into four
mutually exclusive families according to the presence of modulatory connections from region iO to: (i) vOT only, (ii) pSTS only, (iii) vOT and
pSTS, or (iv) neither vOT nor pSTS (Fig. 2b). Similarly, in the second
analysis, the model space was partitioned according to whether inputs to
pSTS were modulated from: (i) vOT only, (ii) iO only, (iii) both vOT and
iO, or (iv) neither vOT nor iO (Fig. 3a). The motivation for this second
analysis was to test whether there was evidence for connections from iO
to pSTS after connectivity for vOT to pSTS had been accounted for. In
the third analysis, model space was partitioned according to whether the
modulatory connections to aSTS were from: (i) vOT only, (ii) pSTS only,
(ii) both vOT and pSTS, or (iv) neither vOT nor pSTS (Fig. 4a). This
third analysis was conducted to find evidence to confirm our hypothesis
that reading would modulate connectivity from vOT to aSTS.
Bayesian model averaging analysis of model parameters. Probability values for all connectivity parameters in the winning families were calculated by sampling the posterior distribution of model parameters in a
Bayesian model averaging (BMA) analysis (Penny et al., 2010). This
yields a weighted average for each model parameter (connection strength
between two regions) by using the posterior distribution of model parameters calculated during the estimation process. Models with the highest probability make the largest contribution, while the contribution of
low-probability models is minimized. BMA therefore generates a distribution of model parameters proportional to the likelihood of each model
given the data, over subjects (Penny et al., 2010). We sampled 10,000 data
points from the posterior distributions of model parameters generated by
the BMA procedure for both endogenous and modulatory connections. The
likelihood of the sample falling uniquely within the distribution of posterior
densities was then calculated on a connection-by-connection basis. This
allowed us to test the probability that samples for each connection differed from zero, and thus determine those connections with the highest
probability of being modulated by reading sentences and word strings
(for a similar procedure, see Seghier et al., 2011). Thus, a value of 0.9 on
a given connection indicates that 90% of the samples for that connection
differ from zero. Therefore connections at or above this threshold value
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Figure 5. BMA parameter analysis results. Probability values for modulatory connections.
Regions labeled P represent pSTS, and those labeled A represent aSTS. Connections above
threshold are indicated by solid black arrows. Strong trends are indicated by black dashed
arrows.

Figure 4. Family analysis 3. a, Family groups divided according to modulatory connections
sending input to aSTS (A). Solid black arrows indicate the connections used to partition model
space into four families and are therefore present in all models within a given family. Dashed
arrows indicate connections tested within each family across models. b, Family results— graph
showing the exceedance probability (xp) for each family. P, pSTS.

have a high likelihood of being modulated by reading, while probability
values ⱖ0.85 suggest a strong trend. In addition, mean parameter values
for each subject for all endogenous and modulatory connections calculated during the BMA procedure were extracted to test for any agerelated differences in connection strength.

Results
Family analyses: how does reading modulate connections to
pSTS and aSTS?
The results from the family analyses unambiguously indicate
(family exceedance probability ⫽ 1.0) that reading modulates (1)
both connections from iO (iO3vOT and iO3pSTS); and (2)
both connections to pSTS (iO3pSTS and vOT3pSTS). Together these analyses point to the existence of two functional
pathways from iO to pSTS, one via vOT (iO3vOT3pSTS), and
another that does not involve vOT. In addition, there was very
high evidence (family exceedance probability ⫽ 0.99) that (3)
aSTS receives connections from both vOT and pSTS. The results of these family comparisons are illustrated in Figures 2c,
3b, and 4b.
BMA analysis of model parameters
Probability values for all endogenous connections are reported in
Table 2 and were equivalent across all three family analyses. Connections showing a strong probability of being modulated by
reading sentences and word strings are illustrated in Figure 5.
Modulatory connections from iO to vOT and from iO to pSTS
show the maximum probability value (p ⫽ 1.0). This provides
further evidence that iO sends parallel inputs to both pSTS and
vOT. The interactions between pSTS and vOT were both significant (p ⫽ 0.98 for pSTS3vOT; p ⫽ 0.90 for vOT3pSTS),
with the effect on pSTS3vOT being stronger than that on
vOT3pSTS (t(16) ⫽ 3.140, p ⫽ 0.006). With respect to the connectivity to aSTS, this was significant from pSTS (p ⫽ 0.92 for
pSTS3aSTS), with a corresponding trend from vOT (p ⫽ 0.87
for vOT3aSTS) and no significant difference between
pSTS3aSTS and vOT3aSTS (t(16) ⫽ 1.481, p ⫽ 0.158). Finally,
correlation analyses did not identify significant relationship be-

tween age and connection strength for endogenous or modulatory connections.

Discussion
This study investigated how visual input during reading accesses
amodal language areas in the left temporal lobe (pSTS and aSTS
in our analysis). The expectation from contemporary models of
reading was that left vOT would be involved in relaying information from early visual areas (iO in our analysis) to pSTS and aSTS.
The empirical question was whether our analyses would provide
evidence for the contribution of an alternative input from iO to
pSTS that did not involve vOT.
The results suggest multiple connections from visual to temporal lobe language areas. First, they provide unequivocal evidence that the best fit of the data was for the DCM models that
allowed reading to modulate the connections from iO3pSTS
and iO3vOT (rather than iO3vOT only, iO3pSTS only, or
neither of these connections). A second finding was that reading
modulated connectivity from pSTS to vOT more strongly than it
modulated connectivity from vOT to pSTS, which is not consistent
with pSTS being driven by vOT. A third finding was that activity in
aSTS is influenced by that in both vOT and pSTS. Combined together, our results suggest at least three potential reading pathways in
the occipitotemporal cortex: iO3pSTS3aSTS; iO3vOT3aSTS;
and iO3vOT3pSTS3aSTS.
Our results were based on a family analysis approach (Penny
et al., 2010) and were confirmed with BMA. These techniques
have only recently become available, with limited application in
the domain of reading (Seghier and Price, 2010; Seghier et al.,
2011). Analyses at the family-level provided a systematic investigation of the entire model space and identified the functional
connections in our four-region model that were most consistently modulated by reading across subjects. The BMA parameter
analysis supported these findings by showing that the probability
values for all the identified modulatory connections were above
threshold (p ⬎ 0.9), except on the connection from vOT to aSTS,
which was supported by a strong trend (p ⫽ 0.87). Below we
discuss the results in terms of cognitive and anatomical models of
reading.
Cognitive models of reading
It is well appreciated in the cognitive literature that there are
multiple ways that written words can be processed. In alphabetic
languages, phonology can be linked to multiple levels of the orthographic input ranging from single letters, bigrams, syllables
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through to whole words (Ziegler and Goswami, 2005, 2006). In
addition, lesion studies and computational models (Patterson
and Shewell, 1987; Seidenberg and McClelland, 1989; Coltheart
et al., 1993, 2001; Plaut and Shallice, 1993; Plaut et al., 1996;
Harm and Seidenberg, 2004) have demonstrated that written
words can access semantics either via phonology (orthography to
phonology to semantics) or without phonology (orthography to
semantics).
Mapping cognitive functions to brain structure is not straightforward because multiple brain areas contribute to orthographic
(Vinckier et al., 2007), semantic (Binder et al., 2009), and phonological (Vigneau et al., 2006) processing. Moreover, each of the
brain regions associated with reading is also activated by nonreading tasks (Price et al., 2006). This many-to-many structure–
function mapping makes it difficult to investigate functional
connectivity within the reading system. Our conclusions are
therefore limited to connectivity between small sets of areas.
For the regions involved in our DCM analysis, previous studies suggest that pSTS is involved in (though not specific to) phonological processing, aSTS is involved in (though not specific to)
semantic processing, and vOT and iO are involved in (though not
specific to) orthographic processing. These conclusions are based
on findings that our pSTS region [x ⫽ ⫺52, y ⫽ ⫺40, z ⫽ 4] is
activated by pseudo-words compared with tones (Binder et al.,
2000; [x ⫽ ⫺53, y ⫽ ⫺43, z ⫽ 6]), is sensitive to the phonological
neighborhood of words (Okada and Hickok, 2006; [x ⫽ ⫺53, y ⫽
⫺37, z ⫽ 3]), and shows a positive correlation between reading
activation and phonological awareness (Turkeltaub et al., 2003;
[x ⫽ ⫺51, y ⫽ ⫺42, z ⫽ 8]). In contrast, the aSTS [x ⫽ ⫺54, y ⫽
10, z ⫽ ⫺12] is engaged in processing meaningful language (Scott
et al., 2000: [x ⫽ ⫺54, y ⫽ 6, z ⫽ ⫺16]; Crinion et al., 2003: [x ⫽
⫺52, y ⫽ 10, z ⫽ ⫺18]) and making semantic judgments on
words (Binney et al., 2010; [x ⫽ ⫺57, y ⫽ 6, z ⫽ ⫺18]), which is
consistent with the long association of the anterior temporal
lobes with semantic processing (Patterson et al., 2007). The designation of iO and vOT as orthographic processing areas is based
on the location of these areas in the ventral visual processing
stream (Ungerleider and Haxby, 1994) and the well established
knowledge that, within the ventral visual stream, there is a
posterior-to-anterior gradient of increasingly complex visual responses to both written words (Nobre et al., 1994; Vinckier et al.,
2007) and objects (Simons et al., 2003).
On the basis of these previous findings, we can speculate that
the iO3pSTS and vOT3pSTS connections are involved in
linking orthography and phonology, the pSTS3aSTS connection is involved in linking phonology and semantics, and
iO3vOT3aSTS connection is involved in linking orthography
and semantics. Extrapolating from these assumptions, our results
provide novel evidence that activity in a phonological processing
area (pSTS) is influenced by both early and late visual processing
(in iO and vOT, respectively). This is consistent with the links
between orthography and phonology being present in multiple
“grain sizes” (Ziegler and Goswami, 2005, 2006). Evidence for the
contribution of iO3pSTS as well as vOT3pSTS does not imply
that these pathways are functionally equivalent or independent
from one another. To the contrary, lesion studies suggest that
each connection is likely to be involved in different computations. For example, damage to vOT cortex impairs fast parallel
letter recognition (Cohen et al., 2004), but slower serial reading
can be left intact. Slower serial translations between orthography
and phonology might therefore be supported by the iO3pSTS
connection or other pathways that we have not mapped in the
current study, e.g., those implemented by regions located be-
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tween iO and vOT, dorsal occipital areas, or right occipitotemporal cortex (Cohen et al., 2004).
Anatomical models of reading
Our findings highlight the importance of a functional link between iO and pSTS that does not involve vOT. Since a significant
functional connection between pairs of regions does not necessarily imply direct anatomical pathways, there may be many cortical regions (other than vOT) that mediate information flow
from iO to pSTS; or these regions might be directly connected by
the inferior longitudinal fasciculus that carries information along
both dorsal and ventral occipitotemporal pathways (Catani et al.,
2003).
White matter tractography will be needed to study the anatomical connections between the iO and pSTS regions used in our
DCM study, and functional connectivity analyses are needed to
investigate intermediate cortical regions that relay information
flow between iO to pSTS. Possible candidates for such intermediate regions include the occipital and posterior middle temporal
areas that are posterior to the vOT area included in our DCM
analysis (Fig. 1b).The angular gyrus may also play a role. Although it was not activated in the current study, a previous DCM
analysis of reading relative to picture naming (Carreiras et al.,
2009) indicated that reading increased functional connectivity
from the angular gyrus to a dorsal occipital area that fed information to the left supramarginal gyrus and left superior temporal
cortex. Thus, the angular gyrus appeared to be moderating rather
than mediating the word recognition process.
In conclusion, our results point toward a model of reading that
includes multiple pathways from vision to higher-order temporal lobe language areas. At the very least, these include:
iO3pSTS3aSTS; iO3vOT3aSTS; and iO3vOT3pSTS3aSTS.
Pathways involving vOT are consistent with functional imaging
data. Pathways that do not include vOT will need to be considered in
future anatomical and functional connectivity studies of the reading
system; for example, those investigating how functional connectivity
in the reading system is modulated by word type or participant
group (Mechelli et al., 2005; Cao et al., 2008; Levy et al., 2009; Liu et
al., 2010). It will also be important to establish how our four regions
of interest interact with the many other left as well as right hemisphere frontal and temporoparietal areas that are involved in reading. This would provide a useful step toward understanding how
networks of brain regions activated during reading interact to
achieve successful comprehension and production.
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